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Machine-Learning capability is a 
natural next step in the evolution 
of Cipherise. It was great to see the 
early potential of ML demonstrated 
by the evaluation that Forticode 
undertook with Aiculus

Tony Smales, Forticode CEO

Company background
Forticode is a Melbourne based software company that 
provides authentication, eSigning and workflow approval 
solutions.

Forticode’s flagship product Cipherise is a mobile native 
authentication app that removes the frustration of security 
friction for users while simultaneously providing secure 
multi-factor authentication.

In 2017, Forticode identified a strategic opportunity for 
Machine Learning (ML) capability within Cipherise. The ML 
engine would complement Cipherise’s existing 
Authentication decision mechanism. The ML Engine would 
use Cipherise Access Management (CAM) and Cipherise 
server logs to indicate the likelihood of a user’s authenticity 
or access authorisation.

On this basis, Forticode engaged Aiculus to develop the ML 
system which would be used to test the viability and 
technical applicability of Machine Learning (or AI) in 
Cipherise and in other Forticode products. 

ML Benefits for Forticode
Forticode saw an opportunity to augment Cipherise 
without requiring complex and difficult to maintain 
exception rules and without frustrating the user with their 
access experience.

By using the ML engine to screen every authentication 
request and risk rating it, Cipherise would be able to not 
only monitor good and bad requests but provide richer 
visibility of usage patterns including the risk analysis of each 
access request. This provides Forticode additional insight 
into the solution and how it is used within a given 
organisation.

Experimental setup 
A common problem with AI and ML applicability in any 
given domain or application is lack of data or using the 
wrong data. To determine the viability of an ML enabled 
Cipherise, Forticode provided historic authentication and 
access logs to be used as input into the Aiculus Machine 
Learning engine for training and testing.  

Historic authentication and access logs from Forticode 

Aiculus Machine Learning Engine 

ML enabled Cipherise Application
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Outcomes for Aiculus
Since the Forticode evaluation, the Aiculus ML engine has been further enhanced and is now a  a core part of the Aiculus API 
security product used by organisations with critical APIs to monitor API traffic and detect API threats in real time. 
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As an engineer, results are 
everything and the results we 
saw from the Aiculus evaluation 
were encouraging. I can definitely 
see application of the ML Engine 
augmenting Cipherise.
Michael Tynkkynen, Forticode Senior 

Software Engineer
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ML approach
The ML Engine used for the Cipherise evaluation included 
an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithm with 
backpropagation for learning. 

The algorithm itself was a perceptron and required 13 
indexes representing the input features fed from the data 
collection points. The ANN perceptron also had two hidden 
neurons and a single output node.

Another key part of the ML Engine was the Indexing unit, 
which converts generic CAM and Cipherise data into 
numerical form for the feed-forward and back-propagation 
processing.

It’s all about the data
Historical data of over 8,000 Cipherise users authentication 
and access logs were used to train the ANN model. 

These historical authentication transactions consisted of 
around 13 features including different aspects of access 
attributes that Cipherise collects when a user requests 
access into a system or physical building. 

The data was used to train the ML Engine so that it can 
accurately predict access allocation, access denial, re-au-
thentication and user intent on the Cipherise platform.

Results and outcomes
Using only 5% of the dataset, the Aiculus ML engine was 
able to reach a prediction of accuracy of 90%. The immedi-
ate feedback for Forticode was that for Cipherise, training a 
commercially useful ML system would not be data intensive 
nor would it require hundreds of thousands of training data 
to produce a market ready ML capable Cipherise product. 


